and what Paul believed to be the promise for the dead, Plotinus described as the Egyptian method of transmitting knowledge. "The Egyptian sages (be it on the basis of strict research or just instinctively) do not use letters in communicating their wisdom so as to express their doctrines and propositions in the form of imitations of voice and speech. Instead, they draw images and lay down in their temples (in the contours of those images) the intellectual content of every thing in such a way that every image forms a totality of knowledge and wisdom without being a discussion and a discursive argumentation. Afterwards the content is released from the image and put into words and the reason is found out for its being thus and not otherwise". Plotinus, who was himself an Egyp tian and a citizen of Assiut, a town that even in those days was a stronghold of traditionalism, is writing about hieroglyphs which he seems to confuse with pictorial art and which he takes for a medium that is able to convey meaning without being bound to language and its "temporal order of syllables". This assumption made a great impression upon western minds and formed their idea about hieroglyphs and "hieroglyphic thinking", but since Champollion's deci pherment of the hieroglyphic script we know it to be false: hieroglyphs render language in its temporal linearity and "mediacy" exactly like Greek and Latin and other writing systems.
In the writings of Iamblichos, another neoplatonist author in Egypt, and in the Gorpus Hermeticum we meet with similar ideas about the immediately "presentifying" power of Egyptian language:
' Augustinus, Confessiones XIII, 15. An early version of this essay was presented at a conference on "institutions of interpretation" (Jerusalem, Oct. 1989) . It profitted greatly from the discussion, in which Geoffrey Harrman had an important share.
2 Plotin, Enneades V 8,6.
Originalveröffentlichung in: Deutsche Vierteljahresschrift für Literaturwissenschaft und Geistesgeschichte 68, 1994, S. 107-123 "Sounds full of energy", this is the linguistic equivalent to Plotinus' images.
If, anywhere and at any time, "the medium was the message", it was in Egypt or rather in the minds of Egyptian philosophers and theologians of Late Antiquity who wrote Greek and retained only vague reminiscences about their native language and script. For this "Egyptian dream" that originated with the encounter of Egyptian theology and Greek philosophy, there could be found no better term than Geoffrey Hartman's "unmediated vision". 4 The following essay attempts to confront this Egyptian dream with a historical reconstruction of what could be called the "classical" Egyptian way of worldreading. The liturgical recitations by which the Egyptian priests accompanied the course of the sun round the earth and which 1 propose to subsume under the notion "Solar Discourse" seem to me particularly revealing in this respect.
But before entering into a detailed discussion of these texts and their semantic universe, I would like so start with some statements of a more general kind regarding some ancient Egyptian concepts of the divine sphere and its relation ship with the human world. This relationship, to begin with, is marked by "mediacy". According to Egyptian tradition, there was a time of immediacy when the gods did live on earth among men and were ruled, together with men, by the sun god. But men planned a revolt in consequence of which the sun god after a series of events which are not important here finally separated himself and the gods from man by elevating the sky high above the earth and withdraw ing to this new celestial abode. The government he gave over to his son, Shu, the god of the air between heaven and earth and as such the ideal mediator between what became now divided into the divine and the humane, the celestial and the terrestial sphere.
5
In a way, this withdrawal of the gods to heaven and their separation from men is a reassuring concept. The gods are not to be encountered and experi enced in everyday life. In this respect, Egyptian religion differs significantly from the Greek experience. This, of course, is not the situation of the ancient Egyptian. He reacts not to the unrespon siveness of matter a concept totally alien to his thinking and experience but quite on the contrary to the semantic overstimulation to which he finds himself exposed in a world full of signification. "Matter" (as opposed to form, i.e. meaning) is a comparatively late invention. The unresponsive, panicinspiring world of Devereux is no less man's own
Solar Discourse
The conception of cosmos as cosmogonic drama is, as has already been 
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Jan Assmann signs of highest importance in a divination culture are passed over in silence in Egypt as manifestations of "meaningless" disorder. 14 Transeunt nubes, caelum autem manet, as Augustin has it. The point is that the Egyptian lived in a world which he believed not only to be threatened by imminent catastrophe but which he also felt himself summoned to maintain, at least to cooperate in its mainte nance. Therefore, his attention was focussed on the regularities of cyclical return, renewal and regeneration. These phenomena constituted for him mean ingful information that could be translated into linguistic and iconic signs. The ritual recitation of these signs in the form of solar discourse helped in his opinion to maintain the world in its continuity and connectivity by maintaining the linguistic interface, the separating and connecting space of language.
II
The Egyptian concept of 'Cosmos' as ongoing cosmogony is centered in the idea of the 'Solar Circuit'. 15 The Solar Circuit is not just the theology or mythology of a specific god, the sungod Re, but a process which involves the complete Egyptian pantheon, i.e. the whole world and every aspect of reality. In Life and Truth appear in this text as the cosmogonic principles par excellence, which determine the direction, the 'sense' of the first movement and by necessity determine the sense of existence as well. The name of Atum needs no interpreta tion because it has a clear meaning: the "whole" which at the same time means 16 For the Egyptian "theology of maintenance" and the role of the king (the state) in this task cf. my "State and Religion". 17 CT II 32b33a cf. J.P. Allen, Genesis in Egypt, 22; 2527.
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"the nonexistent", thus referring to the idea of a transcendent primordial and preexistent unity/totality.
According to this text the cosmic process is moving in the direction of "Life"
and "Truth". This interpretation can be confirmed by a semantical analysis of the Solar Discourse, where the notions of life and truth recur over and over again.
The maintenance of the cosmic process is one of the tasks devolving on Pharaoh and which is delegated by him to the sacerdotal institutions of the solar cult. The main function of the solar cult is the maintenance of the cosmic process by incessant recitation. The solar cult is therefore productive of texts in a most singular way. A whole body of literature which, in its original extent, might well equate the extent of the bible and which still fills several volumes in modern translations, has the solar cult as its "Sitz im Leben", the interpretation of the cosmic process as its subject and the maintenance of this process as its function. It is this literature which 1 will be referring to as the 'Solar Discourse'.
The Solar Discourse can be characterised as a body of knowledge concerning the cosmic process and, more specifically, its invisible aspect as a divine drama.
It can be divided into -texts which codify this knowledge, such as the "books of the netherworld" sentence. This principle has for the first time been ascertained by H. Frankfort, who characterized it as a "multiplicity of approaches", leading to a "multiplicity of answers". 21 The sunrise is interpreted, e.g., both as spontaneous emergence 6. Iconicity and narrativity.
In the course of the last paragraphs, we have constantly referred to the basic units of interpretation as 'images'. There is always a certain indecision whether to conceive of these units as belonging to the order of language or rather to the order of iconic representation. The easiest way to resolve this dilemma is to distinguish between a deep and a surface structure. In the deep structure the articulations of meaning are general enough to allow for both an iconic or a verbal realization on the surface structure. Elements belonging exclusively to the sequentiality of language as, e.g., the narrative "functions" in the sense of 
27
The one who knows these secret designs is an outfitted Akb. He goes out and comes in within the netherworld.
28
The one who knows this images becomes the likeness of the great god himself.
29
The sun priest while performing the adoration of the sun god becomes one of the baboons, the mythical entourage of the sun god:
I chanted hymns to the sun god, the cosmic, is thereby integrated into the realm of social identity and coherence.
The sun god as the protagonist of the Solar Circuit is given Maat as a sacrifice:
the author of the cosmic text is presented with its interpretation, in order to assure its meaning, i.e. its directional sense towards Life and Truth, and to assure an identity and coherence which encompasses the human and the cosmic spheres.
The active and supporting force which the sun priest exerts over the cosmic process by reciting his hymn is referred to as "the J /?-power which is on his mouth", e.g.
Helper of the sun god, who overthrows his enemies by the fe-power on his mouth, who causes the sun bark to sail in joy.
32
There is a whole theory of performative recitation implicit in the Egyptian notion 'b, which is crucial for our analysis of Egyptian hermeneutics.
The root h has a complex meaning" which can be circumscribed in English by the three notions of -1. light (radiance, brilliance, luminosity) -2. power (magical, spiritual), spirituality -3. efficiency (beneficiality, utility)
Nominal derivates are:
(jyh "sunbeam"
'b "luminous spirit", a state into which the dead are transformed or "transfi gured" by the funerary rites.
b "horizon", lit. the "luminous place" where the sun sets and rises, also a sort of celestial paradise where the deceased hope to make their abode.
34
^hw "magical power" (particularly of speech) s'bw "transfiguration", a genre of recitations which serve to transfigure the
